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In 2009, pedestrians leaving Tiergarten—Berlin’s

tions that generate a heightened awareness of urban

produces a real butterfly. Instead, it produces a great-

sprawling city park, practically a forest—by one of the

space and architectural rhythms. In this respect, the

er awareness of the appearance and disappearance of

exits on John Foster Dulles Allee invariably pondered

inspiration that he gained from acquainting himself

transformations in urban environments. And the more

over the curious-looking constructions in the branches

with Kawamata’s installations is impossible to overes-

the photographer insists on this butterfly metaphor,

of trees near the end of the avenue: crisscrossing

timate. Mokrynski’s sharp eye divines the displaced

the more he claims a utilitarian presence is made

wooden slats creating foundations for boxlike forms.

and the intrusive in urban environments, and it pho-

purely ornate. Studying the photographed buildings

Too small for a child’s tree house and nothing like the

tographically elevates them.

in this light really does conjure up the idea of a but-

nests of birds indigenous to Tiergarten, these medi-

On a certain level, in the case of his photographic

terfly leaving its chrysalis: viewers can sense the subtle

um-sized constructions made of light-coloured wood

series Nylon Chrysalis, he transcribes a “photograph-

appearance of colours, guess at delicate movements,

begged to be understood. Many inquiring minds

ic” version of the nocturnal moment experienced in

and register forms most likely making “flapping”

wondered if they were manmade at all. Then, like

Toronto directly from Kawamata’s “installative” ver-

noises caused by the wind—forms here today (or

now, these objects, known as “tree huts”, were

sion. More importantly, he documents transforma-

tonight) and gone tomorrow.

among the most exciting creations by Japanese artist

tions unlike those addressed by Kawamata’s installa-

Tadashi Kawamata. Meanwhile, art critics have

tions: transformations connected with the refurbishing

Apart from documenting architectural settings void of

referred to them as “social sculptures, artworks

and constructing of buildings in different cities

people, this photo-investigation addresses a notion of

expressing the need for shelter and individuality,” and

throughout Europe. At the same time, he consciously

“place” that surpasses any conventional definition of

“objects which create nests of civic disobedience and

conveys to viewers the notion of urban transforma-

one. Were the photographs not so deliberately with-

question the architecture of modernity at the same

tions being widely overlooked as works of art in their

out people, one might think they were illustrating the

time.”

own right.

kind of place-by-place descriptions that appear in Italo
Calvino’s 1972 novel Invisible Cities, since the build-

Twenty years prior to building his huts in trees around

In his nocturnal images of temporarily-altered build-

ings appear in locations that feel dreamed into exis-

the world, Kawamata completed a differently scaled,

ings located in a wide range of urban settings,

tence and seem to await their own explanatory narra-

if equally perplexing, project in Toronto. By combining

Mokrynski rewrites the aforementioned Kawamatian

tions. Insofar as few of the photographs visualise an

large slats of crisscrossing wood with debris from

presence. Ultimately, he photographically recites an

easily recognisable location, the viewer tends to won-

building sites and the structures of neighbouring

ode in praise of the urban presence, which includes

der “Where am I?” and “What is happening here in

buildings, he produced an architectural conglomerate

praising the kind of transformations only building

the dead of night?” Monkrynski’s colourful yet dark

made up of found lumber, pre-existing structures, and

sites offer. To this end, he searches out perfectly

photo-investigation could be presenting partially hid-

invented shapes on a piece of property between two

motionless models. He becomes a stalker of buildings,

den “anywheres” in order to teach us how to better

historic buildings. Although, at first glance, this

and his photographic results are both Kafkaesque and

exist wherever we happen to be.

appeared to be complex scaffolding for a building in

Christoesque.

the making, it was an already complete construc-

80

The photograph of two streets crisscrossing in

tion—a bewildering mesh of lines and angles, surfac-

Initially fascinating about Nylon Chrysalis is how

Barcelona, a scene with a Shakespearean flair, triggers

es and materials; an open-air assemblage welcoming

Mokrynski photographs buildings as if they were piec-

a sense of antiquity. Apart from the row of floods

study and amazement. This structure, situated

es of “masked” architecture. Each structure appears

lights at the top of the central structure, not much

between two others, was most effective by night,

to be a guest attending an architectural Venetian Ball:

else signals modernity. In the middle of the frame, the

when it was fraught with shadows. One night in

mysterious, decorated, and veiled. The photographed

design printed on the tarp pushes viewers even deep-

Toronto, in his hometown, Canadian photographer

tarps and scaffolding conceal each building’s so-called

er into the past. Here too, the shrouding of great

William Mokrynski came upon this shadow-ridden

eyes. For Mokrynski, however, the concealment is not

upright forms and crackling noises presumably made

fusion of elements in the open—a construction site

at all related to people. He thinks of the temporary

by wind-struck nylon sheeting bear witness to an

not a construction site, scaffolding not scaffolding—

materials attached to building façades as creating a

unnameable ritual understood only by objects. The

and its influence on his own work has lasted over a

butterfly’s chrysalis. His (photographic) thinking tells

same applies to the symmetrically-structured photo-

decade.

us that scaffolding and nylon sheeting are elements

graph of an historic-looking passageway in Antwerp:

that offer the needed concealment during the trans-

on the left appears the brick façade of a building with

Mokrynski is a photographic artist whose work

formation process from caterpillar to adult butterfly.

windows covered with iron bars; on the right the

evolves from a fascination with images and interven-

Naturally, the “pupal stage” of these buildings never

bulge of the tarp covering the façade of a neighbour-
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ing building; and at the end of the passageway the

heady. This quality depends as much on local lighting

diffused, star-like glow of a streetlamp. In photo-

conditions as it does on the changing details of any

graphs like those shot in Bruges, Venice, and Berlin,

urban environment. All in all, this light-sensitivity

the camera transforms the buildings’ scaffolding to a

thrives on elevating a work process to a higher state.

back-lit, semi-transparent outer shell of sheeting and

As a result, what one commonly considers a conven-

steel frames: an urban chrysalis.

tional action by day becomes a unique entity by night.
At their height, Mokrynski’s photographs of buildings

In all these full-colour images, the construction or

do the unexpected: they calmly praise what never

reconstruction process that reigns by day is at rest.

remains by carefully showing us what does.

Without the distracting workers and pedestrians,
studying these photographs becomes synonymous
with listening to buildings evoking silence. The night’s
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otherness, a love of reflections, and a variety of suggested sounds forces; they attract the spirituality the
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photographer insists upon. Certain images would
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probably be more effective as black-and-white photographs, because the scaffolding would then seem
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during the inspiring Toronto moment of decades ago,
what concerns him most is discovering a meaningful
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his encounters with forms by night to far more than
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its entirety, the Nylon Chrysalis project transcends
photography altogether. Its latter phases—not shown
here—are further proof of the photographer’s reach,
of his vivid imagination, and his unique way of praising impermanence.
Documenting buildings by night with a large-format
camera is only the first stage of the Nylon Chrysalis
project. Mokrynski extends his investigation to include
other archival efforts. He removes the scaffolding
from the buildings in order to investigate this too, as
a separate entity. The photographs of the isolated
scaffolding and adjoining materials are used to create
architectural models (sculptures). Later, with special
lighting systems used in combination with the sculptures, he recreates the environment encountered
while shooting the first series of photographs. In
effect, real and thought-real visualisations from different time zones merge, communicate, and generate
new time-dependent realisations. For Mokrynski, concluding the project in this manner eliminates the utilitarian context altogether and allows exceptional
beauty to take its place. At the same time, it brings
him closer to his enduring respect for Kawamata
without emulating the Japanese master, who focuses
less on the presence and absence of light as an artistic
force, and whose notion of suspension is more
reflected in space than in documented time.
Ultimately, Nylon Chrysalis has an appeal Kawamata’s
work lacks: a non-conceptual quality likewise a photographic shyness of purpose. In spite of Mokynski’s
conceptual basis, photographs like those of the windmill in Gouda, the cathedral in Bruges, and the block
of museum buildings in Berlin have a special quality
about them: they modestly convey an elegant questioning of time and place, a “forceful” uncertainty
that makes them humane and not simply veiled and
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